Focused ion beam fabrication of solidified ferritin into nanoscale volumes for compositional analysis using atom probe tomography.
The purpose of this investigation was to conduct atom probe tomography (APT) analyses on ferritin specimens prepared with focused ion beam (FIB) to assess whether this approach can be used to effectively characterize biomaterials. Soft matter is particularly sensitive to ion beam exposure which can induce physical and chemical changes. We employ protective metal films and low-energy ion fluence to mitigate potential problems that may be introduced by FIB. This study had two major objectives: (1) to qualitatively assess the viability of the specimens when subjected to the unique physical conditions of APT analysis, namely ultrahigh vacuum, high electric field, and thermal pulsing using a laser and (2) to quantitatively assess the data from such specimens under various experimental parameters and compare the results with appropriate control specimens. For the first objective, a range of experimental parameters were determined that met the basic criteria necessary to validate that ferritin-based specimens prepared with FIB can retain structural integrity during APT analysis. Initial field evaporation time-of-flight mass spectrometry (TOF-MS) data show that the specimens fabricated with FIB are capable of emitting ions under various laser pulsing conditions with a high electric field applied. For the second objective, the experimental parameter space was narrowed to a range that yielded data quality sufficient to produce meaningful comparison between the ferritin-based specimens and the salt-only controls.